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Women are under-represented at all levels of the
Princeton faculty (3.27%) and are most noticeably absent from the
highest levels. Fifty-five percent of the men and 11.5% of the women
are in the top two professorial ranks. Eighty percent of the men, in
contrast to 40% of the women, hold regular faculty positions. The
',visiting', faculty title was found to have a different, inferior
meaning for women. Fourteen departments and two schools have no
females on their regular teaching staffs; no women are to be found on
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engineering and applied science, despite the numbers of women earning
PhDos in these fields annually. One-auarter of the administrative
staff are women, yet there are no women in the three highest ranks,
and 65% are in the lowest rank. The rank which is a first step for
men is given to women after long and faithful serv' . There is a
strong tendency toward segregated male and femal j

classifications, with the women's jobs receiving pay, despite
the fact that some require greater skills. The University is asked to
take positive steps with regard to these matters. The history and
philosophy of co-education at Princeton is reviewed. Data appear in
tables accompanying the text. (LR)
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September 1971

To All Women at Princeton:

It wil] not be easy to eradicate the patterns of discrimination and prejudice
which prevail at Princeton -- patterns which keep women underrepresented and
underpaid; which lead to female job-seekers being subjected to questions
about their sex livos, child renring practices and family budgets which no
man would (or would have to) tolerate; which inspire such comments as "What
does a pretty girl like you want with a FhD, a career?" or "Of course he
needs to be paid more; you have (or will have, or should have) a man to sup-
port you."; which underlie the widespread assumption that typing skills are
a fomale secondary sex characteristic; which generate such "friendly" advice
as "You should begin as a secretary if you want to Isucceedt" (typing the
ideas and furthering the career of the male who last year was your class-
mate, and apparently your "equal", or supporting the husband who will bogin
to look upon you as as his horizons widen and your world narrows).

When we first issuccl this report in April 1971, we hoped for some positive
response from the men who run the University. We received none. They denied
that any discriminctipn against women exists at Princeton. We knau that this
is not t:ue.

Subsequently we fil d a formal complaint, with the Office of Federal Contract
Compliance, chargin the University with discrimination against women and
requesting that this discrimination be eliminated or Princeton be barred
from receiving Fed--al contracts.

This fall, the Dep ',dent of Health, EductAtion and Welfare will send agents
to investigate our e.iarge of discrimination. It will be up to the women at
the University to provide the HER investigators with the evidence they will
need in order to evaluate and remedy the situation.

For too many years, me have sub,-_tted to injustico because we have felt
powerless to fight it. Inju uice has fed upon our silence. Now is the time
to speak up for ourselves and for all women. If you have suffered any
discrimination at Princeton because you are a woman, or if you believe that
you may be receiving unequal treatment in any way,or if you know of another
woman who has been dealt with unfairly, we urge you to speak up loudly and
frankly to the HEW investigators during their visit.

If you feel unwilling or unready to contact them directly, please call or
write us and tell us of your experience and we will do everything that we
can to help you while keeping your identity strictly confidential.

Yours toward sisterhood and justice,

The Women of the Academic Task Force
of Central New Jersey NOW5:'
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ConLact us by ,--1-1,1fIg to P.
Ellen M,u-tim at 799-11.60.

. Box 2163, Princeton; N. J. 00540, or calling

The National OrGaii]zation for Women is a civil rights organization work-ing to estab14.sh equal righLs for women.

Thc: Central New Jersey Chapter is actively working for women in such areasas employment, education, abortion and health care, media and text bookimage. Wb also have consciousness raising groups and groups which cometogether informally for specific actions. If you want to know more aboutus and/or join us in action, call our chapter coordinator, Nancy Browder,at 924-7497, or write us at P. 0. Box 2163. (Ask for a free copy of ourNewsletter.)
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Unicl the University, its trustees, its faculty and its 7tud-
r-I, ready to give continuous and serious concern and effort to
what it can offer women for their intellectual growth and develop-
ment; unless we aro willing to accept as desirable that women will
demand a quality of education in no way inferior to that offered me4
unless me are prepared to acknowledge that the restricted roles of
women in the past are outmoded, and the intellectual talents of wo-
men are "an important personal and public resource to be devoloped
and used with care and courage"; unless we can embrace all of these
things, Princeton should abandon all thought of admitting women.
In our opinion, this point cannot be stressed too much.

-- Professor Gardner Patterson, 1968



I. FACULTY

Woman are under-represented at all levels of the Princeton faculty and

are most noticeably absent from the highest levels. Of the 699 --ofessors,

Associate Professors, Assistant Professors, Lecturers, and Instructors pic-

tured and listed in The Princeton University_Faculty 1970-1971 (a handbook

published by the University), only 26 (or 3.27%) are women. Of the 673 male

faculty members listed, 371 (over 55%) are in the two top Professorial ranks.

In the same ranks, we find three (11.5%) of the 26 famales. (See Table 1.)

Table 1.

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY FACULTY BY SEX AND RANK

Percent Perc
cent
of

Percent
of

Hank Total Male Female Male Female Males* Famales*

Professor 274 272 2 99.27 .73 40.42 7.69

Associate Professor 100 99 1 99.00 1.00 14.71 3.85

Assistant Professor 175 167 8 95.43 4.57 24.81 30.77

Lecturer 86 78 a 90.70 9.30 11.59 3G.77

Instructor 45 39 6 86.67 13.33 5.79 23.08

Lecturer with the
rank of Professor 11 11 0 100.00 0.00 1.63 0.00

Lecturer w. rank of
Associate Professor 6 5 1 83.33 16.67 0.74 3.85

Lecturer w. rank of
Assistant Professor 2 2 0 100,00 0.00 0.30 0.00

Totals 699 673 26 99.99 100.01

111.e percentage of all males (or females) on the faaulty who hold this rank.
(Source: The Princeton University Faculty 1970-1971.)

A full 99.27% of the Professors, 99% of the Associate Professors, and

95.43% of the Assistant Professors at Princeton are men. Almost 80% of the
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men on -7,1-10- frIculty, but Only mbeut W of the T.,-(-raen, hold one of these three

ranks. About 20',.; of the men, and 56% of the women, hold 7,he relatively

"exceptional" ranks of Lecturer or Instructoruntenured positions tr

appointments are normally made for only one year. Thus, the few women on the

Princeton faculty are disproportionately represented at the lowest ranks.

Princeton's individual Departments and Schools cia:Te a great deal of

independence in the selection of their staffs, and one would expect the

distribution of women among these units to be, in part, a reflection of the

attitudes and practices concerning women which prevai] within the separate

Departments and Schools. Mlle 2 indicates the numbers of male and female

aculty members for each of these units.

Table 2 also indicates the number of "-Visiting" staff mombers. Generall-.

"7Lsiting" seems to have one of two meanings: 1) The staff member is

aually affiliated with another institution and is at Princeton part-time

or while on leave from his "home" institution, or 2) The staff member is

not affiliated elseuhere, but is employed at Princetcn only on a short-term

contract (usually one or two semesters). An informal sixrvey indicates that

"Visiting" men tend to fall into the first category, wmen into the second.

Fourteen Departments and two Scho.,Jle at Princeton aave no females on

their "regular" (non-"visiting") teaching staffs: Anthropology, Astro-

physical Sciences, Biochemical Sciences, Biology, Chemistry, Classics,

Notes relating to Table 2 (page 3):

*"Regular" faculty includes teaching personnel not listea as affiliated
elsewhereexcluding "'Visiting" staff.

**The Wbodraw WIlson School is exceptional in that only tet of its 60
It regular" staff members are affiliated exclusively with the ScfrAool.

***The discrepancy between the totals in Tables 1 and 2 is agparently due
to several men being listed as members of more than one Dapartment in the
Catalogue. 7



Table 2,

THE FACULTIES OF PRINCETON'S DEPARTMENTS AND SCHOOLS 1970-1971

Department or School

"ReKalar"* "VisLLJKI_
Male Female

1

Total Male Female

Anthropology 7 7 o o

Art & Archaeology 16 15 1 4 0

Astrophysical Sciences 21 21 0 1 0

Biochemical Sciences 13 13 0 1 0

Biology 24 24 o i o

Chemistry 26 26 o 5 o

Classics 14 14 0 4 o

East Asian Studies 17 14 3 1 o

Economics 39 38 1 o o

English 42 40 2 1 0

Geological & Geophysical Sciences 18 18 0 3 0

Germanic Languages & Literatures 13 13 o o 0

History 43 41 2 2 0

Mathematics 47 47 0 0

Music 14 14 o 1 0

Near Eastern Studies 11 9 2 4 o

Philosophy 22 21 1 6 o

Physics 58 58 0 4 o

Politics 35 33 2 1 0

Psychology 26 26 o 2 1

Religion 13 13 0 2 0

Romance Languages & Literatures 28 23 5 o o

Slavic Languages & Literatures 10 6 4 2 1

Sociology 22 20 2 3 2

Statistics 7 7 0 7 o

School of Architecture & Urban Planning 21 20 1 8 0

School of Engineering & Applied Science 99 99 0 12 0

Nbodray Wilson School** 10 10 0 3 0

Totals***
716 690 26 83 , 5

(Source: 'Official Register of Princeton University: General Catalogue 1970 -71.)
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Geological and_ Geurhyslcal Sciences, Germ, nie Lsa01:4_gcs and Li

Mathematics, Music, Physics, Pichology, Religion, Statistics, the School of

Engineering and Applied Science, and the Wbodrow Wilson School (or that por-

tion of the Wilson School staff which is not affiliated elsemhere).

No women are to be found on the faculty in any of the Natural Sciences,

Mathematics, or in Engineering and Applied Science. The School of Engineering,

for example, has a total of 111 regular and visiting staff members, all male.

Perhaps even more surprising is the absence of any women faculty members in

the social sciences and humanities list,)d above. It is probable that fully

qualified women could be found in any of the fields listed. Table 3 gives

some basis upon which to estimate the pools of qualified women for eight

of these areas.

Table 3.

PERCE,ATAGE OF DOCTORATES AWARDED TO uOMEN IN SETFCTED FIELTIQ TR 19674968
PI,N6Vsmme .-0.11...111Me

Anthropology !3.9% German 23.9%
Biochemistry 22.3% Mathematics 640%

General Biology 29.0% Music 14,5%

Gnemistry 3.0% Psychology 22.5%

(Source: Earned Degrees Conferred, Office of Educations OE-54013-68-A.)

Three Departments and one School at Princeton have one female "regular"

faculty member eacIII: Art and. Archaeology, Economics, Philosophy, and the

School of Archit6cture and Urban Planning, Five Departments have two women

each: English. History, Near Eastern Studies, Politics, and Sociology.

One Department, East Asian Studies, has three women. One, Slavic Languages

and Literatures, has four. One, Romance Languages and Literatures, has. five.

At .f trst pl.Aricte, these last two Depaa.-1-aneuts wunl d sei.an to have taken a
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step beyond tokenism in the integration of women into the faculty. However,

a second look casts some doubt upon this interpretation. In Slavic Languages

and Literatures, all four of the women are Lecturers, and there are no ma]e

Lecturers and no Instructors of either sex in the Department. Princetonls

recent decision to eliminate its graduate program in Slavic makes the future

of these women 'over 15% of the total women on the faculty) very uncer7ain.

The Administration has said that it will not terminate any tenured Depart-

ment members, but Lecturers do not have oontinuimg tenure. Romance Languages

and Literatures has one female Assistant Professor, but the other four

women in the Department are Instructors--the lowest rung on the hierarchical

ladder and a potentially terminal position.

II. ADMINISTRATION

As of the beginning of this year (fiscal 1971) about one-quarter of the

approximately 300 people in Princetonls Administration were women. About 65%

of these women were Administrative Assistants, the lowest rank in the Adminis-

tration (with an annual salary range of $7,000410,800). Most of the

remainder were Administrative Associates (t8,700-$13,300). OnJ_y four women

were Administrative Officers ($10,800416,600). There mere no women in the

three highest rankE of the Administration: Senior Administrative Officer

($13,000419,900), University Officer ($16,--00-$24,800), and Senior University

Officer ($20,600 anii up). The General Catalogue 1970-1971 lists 21

"Officers of the University," all men.

There is an imprression, shared by a significant number of women doing adminis-

trative work, that wmen are often paid less (and may be officially classified

at lower ranks) than men doing substantially similar work, and that women must be

relatively better qua:ified than men in orcler to obtain promotion or salary
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increasea. There is alsu au impresslon that the rank of Administive

Assistantseemingly the logical first step in a career in adminif.,brative

work--is often a terminal position for women, whc are given this rank at the

end of their careers as a lire-ward for long and faithful service" to the

University as Office persomel. This is not the place to prove or disprove

such allegations; perhaps it is enough to say that these impressions are

so widespread that they should either be proved or disproved.

III. OTHER STAFF

Princeton employes between 2000, and 2,500 non-teaching personnel, of

whom about 40% are female. in only one staff division, "Food Service" workers,

does the percentage of women employed bear a close relationship to the per-

centage of women in the total Princeton University work force. "Office Staff"

(over 95% fenale) and "Library Staff" (about 90% female) appear to be rather

firmly classified as "itromenls work." "Laboratory and Shop Staff" (over 85%

male) and "Maintenance and Service Staff" (nearly 100% male) are job categor-

ies primarily filled with men. '2huswhile there may or may not be cases in

which men and women are paid different salaries for doing the same job--

in most cases men and women are not hired to do the same jobs at Princeton.

There are separate salary sahedules for the various job classifications,

and there is a clear possibiliw that inequitable salaries are offered for

"ments" and Noments" jobs recp.iring similar amounts of skill and effort.

Certainly, there are significaat differences in the salary ranges between

different categories. For exanple, aurrent annual salaries for Office

1personnel (mostly women) range from $4.004 to $8,502. Annual salaries

for Laboratory and Shop perscnnel (mostly men) range from $4,394 to

$10,894 (leaving aside thoss jobs for -which no upper salary limit is drawn)12
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A e(impct..cison of the annual salary 1 vf thn niovon fmnTlon cw-

ployed as Office Staff in one Department to those of the ten males employed

as Laboratory and Shop Staff in the same Department is of some interest in

this connection. Comparing the means of the two groups, we find that, as of

December 1970, the women had worked for the University for an average of

four years, the men for an average of 4.1 years. The mean annual salary of

the women was $5,562; that of the men, $6,521. Thus, on the average, the

men were making S959 (or over 17%) more than the women. If medians are

compared, the women had worked for an average of 3 years, the men for 2.5.

The median salary of the women was $5,304; that of the men, $6,461. Thus,

the median salary of the men was $1,157 (or almost 22%) more than that of the

women. If the Lab and Shop workers had been limited to a 36i, hour week

(as the Office workers were), their mean salary would still have been about

$348 (or over 6%) more than that of the women; their median salary, about

$551 (or over 9%) greater than the woments.

Table 4 indicates the annual salary rates of several categories of

workers presently employed in another Department:

Table 4.

ANNUAL SALARY RATES IN DEPARTMENT "Y" AS OF MARCH 1971

Men Women

Mean Salary, Laboratory and Technical Nbrkers $ 6,949 $ 6,650

Median Salary, Laboratory and Technical Nbrkers 7,072 6,752

Mean Salary, Secretarial Workers 5,550

Median Salary, Secretarial Nbrkers 5,304

Mean Salary, "Professional" Nbrkers 11,229 8,293

lvD73dian Salary, "Professional" Nbrkers 8,700 87400

12
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There-are 34 enTloyees iii Depar Lirient Y, 20 women and 14- men,..-Five of

the women and two of the men are employed on a part-time basis. Throughout

this section, means and medians have been computed by using the annual

salary wease" for part-time workers, that is, the amount they-would be

earninc if they-,,ere employed 1'1111-time.) Six women and seven men are

empl laboratory and teohi.eal personnel. The mean annual sal-ary of

the Ift,A. T's *299 (er nearly 5%) lore than that of the -women. The menls

median aua1 saLary is $320 (aain, nearly 5%) mo7-e than the womenls.

Whether by intent or by accident, jobs of this category in Department Y are

allotted on the basis of sex. The women are all laboratory technicians;

the laboratory technLcians are all uomen. The men hold a variety of positions,

including greenhouse worker, animal caretaker, maintenance worker, and stock

room keeper.

Animal caretakers receive relatively low salaries, yet e;Tery nale

employee in this Department earns, more than the mean salary ($5,55:) of

the seven secretarial urrkers in the Department (all of whom are femal0.

It is questionable whether the amount of skill and effort needed to feed

and water animAls is suf72icient1y greater than the amount required to per-

form secretarial duties -to justify any such difference in pay.

Department Y also has a staff of seven male and seven female "pro-

fessionals"--holders of doctorates and people in high skill areas. The

difference between the mean salaries of the imn and women in this group is

2,936 (over 35%), and the difference between 'their median salaries is

$300 (almost 4%). Either uay, the men are making more money than the moner,

A job by job, person by person comparison, using the case history

method, cannot be carried out in this report. However, it should be noted

13
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that it,is not-clear that greater kiJ 1 ai erxperlence is required _C%.?1-- ontry

into the male-dominated Laboratory and Shop category than for entry into the

relatively lc7-er-pay -emale-dominated Office category. In fact, the

reverse may be true. 7or 3:xamr' e, in order to become ,% "Trainee Technician"

(a Lab and Shop posit±_ one ed have only a 1-igh =ohool education, or

its equivalent, and a 3t., in- J:est or aptitude in tlae skill to be

performed. The curren- ri ±rmm alary for a "Trainee Technician" is

$4,888 annually, with Ln utom7..77Lc increase to $5,200 after 6 months

satisfactory service." sk± :_s required to become a "Typist lAl" (an

Office position) include typing speed- and accuracy, and judgement in the

setting up of materials and/or knowledge of difficult terminology. ne

applicant must be able to deal with statistical tabulations, foreign lan-

guages, specialized terminology, formulae, and bibliographical tables. The

current minimum salary for a "Typist /Al" is $4,420, with no "automatic

increase" guaranteed. Thus, the ri:datively skilled "Typist gill" receives,

from the start, laaer pay per hour than the unskilled "Trainee Technician."

On 8 March 1971, new "Position Classification and Salary Structure"

schedules--to become effective 1 July 1971--were issued by the Office of

Personnel Services. There were salary increases in all job categories,

but inequities between "menls" and "womenls" areas do not seem to have been

eliminated. Indeed, in some instances, they seem to have become greater.

For example, the minimum salary of an "Animal Caretaker" is presently almost

4% more than that of a "Departmental Secretary" (a higher position than

a "Typist tAl") As cf July, it will be almost 6 more.

On the newly isnued scheules, the salaries for Office and Library

staff range from $4,160 7.0 $9,022; the salaries for Laboratory and. Shop staff

1 4



range from $4,654 to $11,102 (excludi
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enior Staff," for whom no upper

salary limit is indicated). On these s,-hdules (as on the current cnes)

Office and Library salaries are based a 36+ hour week, while Laboratory

and Shop salaries are based on a 40 hour week. Thus, even were ail hourly

wage inequities eliminated, the annual Office and Library salaries would

still be depressed by approximately 10% in relation to Laborater7 and Shop .

salaries.

The justification for limiting jobs in "women's" areas to a 36+ hour

week, while basing jobs in "menis" areas on the standard 40 hour week, is

not clear. This practice would seem to proceed, in part, from the assumption--

widely held in this society--that men must earn a "living wage,r but wnmen

work "just for pin money" or out of boredom. This assumption cx.' differences

between the motives and needs of working men and women has beeL refuted by

the U.S. Department of Laborls studies on working women.

Of all working women, 42% are working to support themselves or thelr

(husbandless) families. Of the rest who are married, six in ten are malbers

of families which would have incomes of less than $7,000 without their

earnings. Many of the women employed by Princeton are working to put -their

husbands through school, and muF)t work in Princeton because that is when

their husbands are. Like most other women 'and men), they need full-t!ne

jobs, and they "need the purchasing power aE well as the satisfaction of a

wage which matches their contribution on the job."3

It has been noted that women seem, on the whole, to be confined tc mr-

tain types of work at Princeton, and that they seem to be paid less generally

than male employees. Promotion practices concerning women also may be in-

equitable. There is some evidence that there are ceilings beyond which women

I b
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are rarely promoted or hired, even in "women's" field--the top jobs being

reserved for men. For example, about 90% of the "nen-professic7al" Library

staff members are woMen, but of the nine too University Librarif_is only one

(the Assistant University Librarian for Preparations) is a woman.4

V. STUDENTS

For several years before coeducation was introduced, Princeton had

allowed a limited nuMber of women to pursue their graduate training at the

University, and a very small number to participate in selected under-

graduate courses. However, Princeton's "real commitment" to the education

of women may be said to have begun in 1969, when the University began accept-

ing women for undorgra&-ate training leading to the baccalaureate.

-When the Trustees of Princeton first approved the plans for under-

graduate coeducation, they adopted the concept of ".A. single institution,

with an established ratio of women to men students, but with no separate

residential college."5 The objective of the University, as originally

formulated and recently reaffirmed, is to have "tat least 1,000 women'

eventually in Princeton." while "maintaining the number of men undergraduates

at about the present level of 3,200."6 Thus Princeton plans "eventually" to

achiove a male-female ratio of a little ovor 3 to 1 ("at least'''.

Before this "established ratio" wns decided upoc the altemative of

"admitting women in very small numbers" (enough. to make up only to 4% of

the student body) had been examined, and had been found by some tD be

"attractive because it would accomplish at relatively small cost tze important

objective of removing any stigma that may come to be attached to Princeton
rs.

in the future resulting.from its discriminatory admissions practice."r

.16



Ultimately Princeton seems to concluded -LI- -conscious tokenism_Nould

not be a sound defense against _arges of discri Lna-...don, but that a quota

system which limited females (51% of the poialal pn) to 25% of the student

body would be equitable.

During 1969-1970, 169 of the 3,427 undmg2a-aetes were women, giving a

male-female ratio of over 19 to 1, As of Septen-I-er 1970, tne predicted

figures for 1970-71 were for 3,698 undergraduate
. including 429 women,

yielding a malo-female ratio of almost 8 to 1. 14nterim total" of women

undergraduates planned by 1973-1974 is 650. As November 1970, it seemed

"possible" that about 800 women might be enrolled by fall 1973. Thus,

Princeton hopes to attain a male-female ratio of 4 or 5 to 1 during the

fifth year of coeducation.
8

The primary reason cited by the University for not increasing the

number of -women more rapidly - -by sharing rather than expanding its present

facilities--is that it promised that it would not do so.9

A second reason put forth is that the substitution of women for some

of the men at Princeton mould have an adverse effect on the University's

operating budget. The stated assumption upon which this reason is based is

that the differences in course elections beimeen men and women are significant

and predictable.
10

There are a number of things wrong with making this assump-

tion, only two of which will be mentioned here.

The first problem is that the predictions are bound to be imprecise,

and may be very imprecise. Mhen Drinceton's entering freshmen were asked

in fall 1970 to indicate their "probable major field of study," there were

some percentage differences between the male a J. female responses; but these

differences were not necessarily of the s!Lze and sort predicted. For example,

1 7
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a much greater percentage of women -(6.7)-than_of men (3.9) expressed interest

in the Biological Sciences. Again, while only 6,1% of the men cited Mathe-

matics or Statistics as their choice, 12% of the women chose these fields--

calling forth this marginal comment in the Princeton Alumni Weekly: "It was

expented that women at Princeton would revive the fine arts departments; no

one expected that this many would have a yearning for calculus."
11 Apparently,

it is not even possible to predict reliably the non-scholarly interests of

females as opposed to males. As the Alumni Weekly noted in another issue,

"Even the new modern dance course, established especially for women, has

found a kind of reverse integration: it naw enrolls 50 men and only 10 girls."

(Emphasis added.)12

Secondly, such assumptions, even though incorrect in the sense of pre-

dicting the free choices of students, are likely to serve to some extent as

self-fulfilling prophecies, reinforcing prevalent sex stereotypes. The

"unpxpected" academic choices cited above were ',hose of entering freshman

women. Whether or not these will be their final choices depends in part

upon the feedback these women receive from others at the University. If it

were "authoritatively" predicted, for example, that no females would ma,for

in Engineering, then any female who expressed her intention of doing so would

be liable to be looked upon as "odd" because unexpected. Being viewed as an

oddity would almost undoubtedly cause her to reconsider her choice and--unless

she were very determined indeed--might well cause heT to choose some other

field the University viewed as more "feminine."

A third reason offered--for not (temporarily) reducing the nuMber of men

in order'to increase the nuMber of women--is that, regardless of the progress of

nr).00.-ac--tiQn, Princeton should gradually increase in size, ñci slno.!) it 1 6
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anticipated that 3,200 men will be _included in the enlarged student body,

this number of men should be maintained throughout the growth period.
13

Separated from the issue of predicted budgetary dislocations--which has already

proven to be a very murky issue indeed--this would seem to be a value jwdgment

rather +han a reason. One might with similar logic say that since Princeton

ultimately plans to have at least 1,000 women, it should have admitted at

least 1,000 in 1969.

Nhatever the rationale, Princeton presently has--and intends in the future

to havo--a quota system which inequitably limits the number of women admitted,

no matter how many apply and no matter how highly qualified the applicants

are. Thc- figures in Table 5 reflect this fact.

Table 5.

COMPARATIVE STATISTICS - CLASS OF 1974

-

NUMber NuMber Percent Number Percent Percent
Sex Applied Admitted Admitted Entering Entering of Class

Male 6328 1404 22.19 813 57.91 82.04

Female 2054 288 14.02 178 61:81 17.96

Total 8382 1692 991 100.00

(Source: Princeton_Alumni Weekly, 13 October 1970, p. 4.)

About 20% of those who applied to enter Princeton in fall 1970 were

accepted. More than 22% of the male applicants were accepted, but only

about 14% of the female applicants. Had more women applied, the percentage

of female applicants accepted would have been smaller. That the females

who actually entered Princeton's Class of 1974 were more highly qualified

academically than their male classmates is indicated by the results of a

survey conducted by the American Council on Education. According to that

1 9
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survey, 97% of the entering women-had high school grade averages of 5+ or

above. The same was true of only 86.5% of the men. None of the female respon-

dents reported an average below a B. Four and two-tenths percent of the males

did. As the lumc concluded from this and other data in the report,

"On the whole, Princetonls women are smarter than the men...."
14 One might

also conclude that some of the wonnn who were not admitted were "smarter"

than some of the men who were.

should be noted that the effeczs of Princeton7s admissions policies

spread far beyond the years any particular female might spend as a student.

For anyone who desires to pursue an academic or professional career, admission

to college is analogous to admission to the "apprenticeship" programs of in-

dustry. Thus, by denying women an equal opportunity to enter as students,

Princeton inequitably limits their future career choices.

Once at Princeton, those female students fortunate enough to have been

admitted must face a near total lack of adequate role models--of talented and

succeSsful professional women. They must also somehow rise above the strongly

negative opinions of women held be some of the men who are in, a position to

influence their lives. Consider, for example, the publicly stated views of

the Universityls Director of Mental Health. When asked in 1969 what he thought

of the coming of coeducation, Dr. Reik replied, "Coeducation would be more'

healthy socially, but whether coeducation would be better academical]y is

questionable. Women would be distracting. They still havenit come up to men

intellectually. Girls tend to leer' passively. For instance many women go

into music, but how many women compnsers can you name?"
15

it is unclear how widespread such outspoken anti-female attitudes are at

Princeton. Nevertheless, Dr. Reikls contililled tenure he office of Director

91)
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of Mental Health is surely indicative of some more general lack of sensi-

tivity within the University community.

v CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR THE FUTURE

A bias against women at Princeton is implicit in all of the figures

and remarks which have been cited in this report. Despite advances made

during the past year or two, women constitute only 3.27% of the faculty, and

less than 25% of the Administration. In both areas, they are disproportion-

ately found at the lowest ranks. Among other personnel, there is a strong

tendancy toward segregated male and female job classifications, with the

"womenls" jobs receiving lower pay based on a shorter work week. Promotion

practices may also affect men and women differently. At present, women

constitute less than 12%--7and, if present plans are carried out, will eventu-

ally constitute only 25%--of the undergraduate student body.

The evidence has led us to conclude that prejudice and discrimination

on the basis of sex, are pervasive at Princeton. Whether conscious or uncon-

scious, subtle or obvious whether expressed by Administrators, facUlty

members, or others; whether minifesting itself in hiring and promotion practices.

salary ranges, or admissions policies; this prejudice and discrimination have

a profound and damaging effect upon the female members of the University

community.

In 1968, Professor Patterson suggested that '...taking account of the

social and political changes going on in cur society, it would be prudent

to anticipate that legislation providing federal aid to students may contain

clauses which would prevent the extension of such grants to institutions

practicing discrimination by sex as well as by race, creed or color." 16

*In view of Section 805 of H.R. 16098, H.R. 18278, and similar pending legisla-
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tion, that suggestion is certainly worthy of attention.

Moreover, Executive Order 11246, as amended in October 1968 by Execu-

tive Order 11375, presently forbids Federal Contractors (such as Princeton

University) to discriminate an the basis of sex in employment or job-

training programs. In addition, these Orders require Contractors to develop

and implement affirmative action programs to redress the effects of past

discrimination and establish equitable patterns for the future.

The Department of Health, Education, and Welfare is presently enforcing

those Orders at universities throughout thc country. Several major universi-

ties, such as Harvard and thc University of Michigan, have had Federal contracts

vdthheld pending implementation of programs to eliminate sex discrimina-

tion.

It is worth noting the kinds of affirmative action which have been

required by HEW at other institutions. At Michigan, for example, IMW required

that the University--in order to remain eligible for Federal contracts--

must, among other things: 1) Achieve salary equity in every job category;

2) Pay back wages to each female employee who has lost wages because of

discriminatory treatment since 13 October 1968; 3) Achieve a ratio of female

employment in academic positions at lea7lt equivalent to the ratio of qualified

female applicants; 4) Increaso ratios of female admissions to all Ph.D grad-

uate programs; 5) Increase participation of women in committees involving

the selection and treatment of employees; 6) Assure that female applicants

for nonacademic employment are considered on the basis of their qualifications

and that the concept of separate male and female job classifications is

eliminated through changes in recruitment procedures; 7) Assure that all

present female employees occupying nonacademic positions who have qualifica-

tions equal to or exceeding those of xra1r employ-cos occlipying higher level

0
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positions be given primary con3ideratlon for promotion.17
.

The University of Pennsylvania is also taking affirmative action in

regard to women. In announcing the first steps toward eliminating sex

discrimination, President Meyerson stated: "Our action is less because of

the Federal Government pressing us, but more because of the humaneness that

universities stand for. We should be concerned not just with half of humanity

but with all of it."18

There can be no doubt that the time has come to formulate and imple-

ment affirmative action plans for Princeton. This University is generously

supported by public funds, both directly and indirectly. The use of such

funds to support any institution which accords women and men the sort of

differential treatment which results in a male-female ratio in the undergradu-

ate student body of (a projected) 3 to 1, in the Administrative Staff of

3 to 1, at the full Professor level of 136 to 1, in the general faculty of

almost 26 to 1, in the Office Staff of about 1 to 242 and in the Mainten-

ance and service Staff of about 124 to 1, is certainly open to challenge.

2 3
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